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Editorial

On behalf of the editor, all authors for their contributions of Government and Political analysing cross-cutting issues article entitle “The Social Media Electoral Process” written by In his article, the authors analysis the influence of the media. The study revealed that social media is influential in the preference of a political campaign as it plays vital role.

In second article, Tutik Rachmawati examined the society compliance. Municipality under the title “Analysis of Target Group Commitment”. The authors observed of compliance of the target of the Government Act Band about Orderliness, Cleanliness. The third article written by author, work values and performance Officers of Agusan, Del Sur conducted to give perspective of the study.

The fourth article is entitled Identification towards Organizational Justice among Male and Female Office Workers of Iligan City” authored by Odeda May D. Escalona and Anna Patricia T. Canono. It is written by Febrian Anshari.